Abstract
This paper describes the houses and household furnishings of the enslaved people on Barbadian sugar plantations, and traces the development and changes in architectural forms, including wattle-and-daub, stone, and wooden plank dwellings, over the several centuries of slavery on the island. We also treat the housing policies of plantation owners/managers, and explore possible African and European cultural influences on the Barbadian vernacular housing tradition that emerged during the period of slavery.

Introduction
In this paper we describe both the houses and household furnishings of the enslaved people on Barbadian sugar plantations, and also trace the development and changes in architectural forms over the several centuries of slavery on the island. We also treat the housing policies of plantation owners/managers and explore possible African and European cultural influences on the Barbadian vernacular housing tradition that emerged during the period of slavery. It must be emphasized at the outset that, as with so many areas of the social, cultural and material life of the enslaved people in Barbados, information in documentary sources is often very superficial, highly limited, fragmented and ethnocentric. Because of the sparse historical and archaeological record, severe limitations are placed on the amount of detail that can be captured with respect to the topics treated in this paper.

Village Settlements and Plantation Housing Policies

During the period of plantation slavery in Barbados, from around the 1640s to between 1834 and 1838, the great majority of enslaved Barbadians lived on sugar plantations, in small villages or hamlets formerly referred to as "Negro Yards". The villages were on an average of about five acres or less of land and were usually located not far from the house of the planter (the "dwelling house") and plantation yard, which contained the sugar mill and factory, stables, and various outbuildings. During this period there may have been roughly 400 or more such villages, though their numbers fluctuated over the years. Villages on smaller plantations had fewer than 50 inhabitants, but settlements such as these, though their numbers fluctuated over the years. Villages about five acres or less of land 200s contained up to around 75 houses. It is doubtful that many plantations had more than 80 houses. In 1833, for example, Vaucluse, in the parish of St Thomas, one of Barbados's largest plantations, consisting of "nearly 600 acres" and "more than 300" enslaved persons. At this time, less than four percent of the island's enslaved population lived on plantations of this size, and the Vaucluse settlement had "nearly" 80 houses. Finally, it can be noted that while planters determined the actual locale of the "Negro yard", the enslaved were generally free to choose their specific house sites within this area.²

The legal code aside, little evidence exists that planters paid much formal attention to shelter during the seventeenth century or for much of the eighteenth; later [usually pro-slavery] sources indicate that slave houses were sometimes constructed and maintained at the plantation's expense. The most common policy in Barbados was probably similar to that described by the historian J. Harry Bennett for the two Codrington plantations owned from the early eighteenth century until 1983 by the Church of England's Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. On these plantations in the eighteenth century and until around 1820, "shelter was regarded as the slave's own problem . . . [and he] was left to build, repair, and furnish his hut with such materials as he could find for himself". By the late-eighteenth century, plantation account books show occasional small expenditures to aid favoured workers, usually drivers and tradesmen, in the construction and repair of shelter, and Codrington's management sometimes assisted in emergencies, such as after damage by storms. However, as late as the 1820s, "most of the slaves continued to find housing for themselves, with only occasional help" from Codrington's management because, as a group of resident planters observed in 1812, "to furnish proper houses to a whole set of slaves is certainly a very expensive & tedious work".³

For most of the period of slavery, the enslaved peoples in Barbados were expected to construct their own shelters and provide their own building materials, although planters occasionally gave "some assistance with materials".⁴ It is doubtful that this involved much, if any, financial expenditure. By the 1820s and early 1830s, however, this changed somewhat as more stone and wooden houses (but still a definite minority), were being "built, and regularly repaired, at the expense and with the labour of the estate".⁵ Regardless of how much plantations became involved in housing, most of the enslaved people were largely left to their own devices in both house construction and repair, and they generally built their houses in Barbados, as in Jamaica, "according to their own fancy both in size and shape".⁶

House Types

Although housing is often mentioned in documentary sources, these sources offer only superficial and sparse descriptions of building materials and give virtually no architectural details on, for example, methods of construction and interior and exterior design. It is clear, however, that the most common dwelling throughout the period of slavery was a rec-
tangular, single-storey, wattle-and-daub structure with a packed earth or dirt floor, and a pitched roof covered with thatch: a dwelling **form** undoubtedly deeply influenced by West African building architecture.³

**Constructed of local materials available from plantation woodlands, this type of house was also the most widespread house-type throughout the Caribbean.**

In the wattle-and-daub house, at least four, but probably more, forked wooden posts or stakes were driven into the ground to form a framework for the twigs or slender tree branches interlaced around the posts to form the **walls**; branches or boards were laid on top to form roof rafters. Planters were sometimes advised to keep a portion of their land in "wood for Negro houses", and some plantations advertised the sale of "rafters and other sticks for building Negro-Houses". When wood was lacking, the wattle of the walls was constructed of "the strong reed or cane of the Guinea corn". The wattle was **plastered** on the interior (and probably the **exterior** as well) with mud or clay daub; in later years, the exterior also may have been coated with a lime plaster. The sources do not suggest any exterior decoration, a common feature in West African indigenous architecture, and there is no evidence of verandas or porches, also common in West Africa.³ Because wattle-and-daub thatched houses were constructed of perishable materials, their remains decayed rapidly from contact with natural elements, and no traces were detected in archaeological investigations of Barbados plantations during the 1970s and 1980s.¹⁰

There is ample evidence that thatched roofs, a ubiquitous feature of indigenous West African houses, as well as early vernacular houses throughout the Caribbean, were pervasive on all types of Barbados houses, including those of stone and wood (see below). Roof thatching could consist of plantain leaves, palm leaves or branches, and the leaves or trash of the sugar cane. Plantain leaves may have been more widespread in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, when plantains were a more common food staple, but parts of the sugar cane were probably the most common thatching throughout the *slavery period*. Cane leaves and tops as well as the "cane trash" (cane stalks after they have been crushed and the juice expelled), and "rotten canes" were used as thatching, but the leaves and tops were considered preferable.¹¹

George Pinckard, a British naval doctor visiting Barbados in early 1796, observed that the roof extended "to some distance over the doorway [which was located on the leeward side], forming a defence against both the sun and the rain"; and William Lloyd, the emancipationist who visited Barbados during Apprenticeship, observed that the "Negro huts" were covered "with a loose overhanging thatch". Reporting on Jamaican wattle-and-daub houses in the early nineteenth century, Alexander Barclay observed that "to throw off the rain the thatch is brought down a considerable distance over the walls, which in consequence look low, and the roof high". C.G.A. Oldendorp, the late-eighteenth-century Moravian missionary, made a similar observation of roofs on wattle-and-daub houses in the Danish West Indies, also describing these houses as low and small; the entry way, in fact, was "so low that a man cannot pass through it without bending down". Barbadian houses were probably similar in these features, and the overhanging roof, which could serve as shelter during rain or from the sun's heat, was reminiscent of African architectural **forms**. An idealized, perhaps even romanticized, view of Barbadian houses is shown in an engraving in John Waller's account of his travels in the West Indies (figure 1). House constructional materials are unclear from the illustration, but they may have been plastered wattle-and-daub or, perhaps, stone. The thatching probably closely resembled thatching on working class rural Barbadian houses during the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries (figures 2, 3, 4).¹²

By the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries, enslaved Barbadians increasingly lived in stone and wooden dwellings as plantations began to use more substantial housing materials, a reflection of the growing interest among planters during this period of the material

---

³ **Figure 1.** "Slaves in Barbados", in John A. Waller, *A Voyage in the West Indies* (London, 1820), facing p. 20. This engraving gives a rather idyllic view of plantation life, but it is unknown if it is based on Waller's own sketch or is a construction of some other artist or the engraver.
welfare of the enslaved people. As is well known, this interest was precipitated by the debates in Britain surrounding the abolition of the slave trade and the possible implications of abolition for the recruitment and reproduction of the enslaved population. In subsequent decades, amelioration responded to increasing emancipationist pressures from Britain. A similar trend was also evident in other West Indian territories where plantations sometimes provided building materials, employed tradesmen to work on the houses of labourers, and expended funds in house construction and repair. In general, these practices seem to have become more noticeable, as in Barbados, during the later years of the slavery period, as planters intervened increasingly in matters of shelter.13

Houses constructed and repaired by the enslaved carpenters and masons, who were assigned these tasks by plantation managements, were made from locally obtained and easily worked coral limestone, or from imported wooden planks, sometimes with roofs of imported wooden shingles.14 Some stone dwellings [probably most were of rubble, rather than cut or dressed stone] were covered with exterior or interior limestone plaster.15 Roof-thatching materials were the same as on the wattle-and-daub houses, although stone houses occasionally had wooden shingles. A few sources also suggest that, in the late slavery period, some houses were constructed of rough boards or planks nailed to wooden posts. Since the indigenous forests of Barbados were virtually gone by the late-seventeenth century, planking was usually imported. Houses constructed from coral limestone, the geological base of most of the island, would have involved much less expense to the plantations. Photographs from the late nineteenth to the mid-twentieth centuries show various stone houses [some with exterior plaster] and wooden ones [figures 4, 5]. These houses, we assume, were probably not very different from those erected during the later years of the slavery period.16

The above sequence of house types, with wattle-and-daub being the earliest, and stone and wood later, was derived from fragmentary information in a number of documentary sources.17 The sequence is also specifically suggested by data from Newton plantation whose managerial policies generally reflected island-wide practices in the late-eighteenth century. In 1796, Sampson Wood, Newton’s manager, reported that “some of . . . our Negro huts or houses [are] built of stone [and they shall all be built of that material before long as most convenient for them], others of the strong reed or cane of the Guinea corn”. From this we infer that the transition from wattle-and-daub houses to
other types was occurring at Newton by the very end of the eighteenth century. Although Wood may have intended to have all slave houses constructed of stone in the near future, he died in 1803, and the Newton records after that date are almost silent on the issue. It can be surmised, however, that there was an increase in more substantial constructional materials because the plantation's two masons worked on slave dwellings for seventy-seven days in 1796-1797, and in the mid-1820s Newton's accounts show expenditures on materials such as "deal boards", "planks", and nails "for building Negro houses".18

The changes in house types over the years and the specific chronological sequence of house types are corroborated by Bennett's study of the Codrington plantations. From the early-eighteenth century to the second decade of the nineteenth, the houses at Codrington were thatched roof, and wattle and daub. In 1819 or 1820, following "a great storm [which] destroyed almost all the Negro huts", and during a period when ameliorative measures for treatment of the enslaved were being instituted in Barbados, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel began erecting houses that "were walled with [lime] stone from the . . . plantation quarry". By 1823, stone houses "predominated", but some houses had wooden plank walls; both types had "plank" or thatched roofs. Around this time, the Society decided to build a new village for the enslaved people, and by 1829 a number of "stone with shingled roofs" houses had been completed.19

By the late 1820s and early 1830s, the Codrington plantations were not unique in their managerial policies and reflected trends elsewhere on the island. Stone houses with wooden shingle roofs were also found on other plantations. For example, in the 1830s at Lightfoots plantation (St John and St Philip parishes), "a Negro village newly built" contained twenty-seven "stone wall houses . . . beam filled and plastered inside and painted outside, deal roofs, lathed and shingled".20 Today in Barbados one can occasionally still see such houses [with or without wooden shingles] or, more commonly, their ruins, especially in some areas of St Peter, St Lucy and St Andrew. Barbadians frequently refer to these as "slave houses". For example, a recent book containing vignettes of Barbadian history refers to an old photograph of a stone house as "thatched slave house, c. 1920".21 An undated photograph, probably from the 1930s or 1940s, shows stone construction with remnants of exterior plaster; the thatched roof had been replaced by the more modern corrugated or galvanized iron so widespread in the Caribbean today (figure 5). The elderly Barbadian, who gave Handler this photograph in the
1970s, identified the house as a "slave house". In a sense, Barbadians today are correct when referring to these stone houses as "slave houses", although it is not known if those buildings that have survived in present day Barbados were actually inhabited at one time by enslaved people, free people of colour (freetown) or working class Whites. It is erroneous, however, to assume that such houses were typical slave dwellings. Although there is some evidence of stone houses in the seventeenth century (for example, a 1678 plantation owner's will mentions "7 negro houses of stone and tyed"), stone houses did not become numerically significant until the first decades of the nineteenth century, and were still much fewer than wattle-and-daub houses.

Various sources, including small sketches and illustrations in plantation maps as well as printed accounts, indicate that the houses contained windows, but those on early wattle-and-daub houses were probably no more than openings in the walls or ventilation holes. Later, stone and wooden houses may have had wooden frames and shutters similar to those in working class houses in the twentieth century.

Nothing is known of doors on the earliest houses. They probably existed on many wattle-and-daub structures and, judging by early illustrations, were present on the stone and wooden ones. William Dickson, who had lived in Barbados from 1772 to about 1785, provided a unique reference to wooden locks while discussing the talents of Black carpenters: "On the doors of some of the Negro huts, I have observed wooden locks, at once simple and well contrived, and which it was impossible to open, without the wooden key, which had two or three square, polished prominencies [sic], adapted to the internal parts of the lock, which I have also seen, but it cannot be explained without a model." There is no other information on wooden door locks for Barbados.

Contemporary observers in Barbados usually referred to slave dwellings as "huts", occasionally as "cottages" or "cabins", and described their size as "small" or "little". Specific dimensions are available in only a few sources, dating from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Moreover, these dimensions apparently only refer to stone or wooden houses, not to wattle-and-daub ones. In a 1772 will, a planter ordered his executors to build "shingled stone houses 12 feet by 25 feet" for several manumitted persons. In 1789, Governor Parry reported that slave houses "are in general 30 feet long by 12 broad". Around the same time, Philip Gibbes, a prominent planter, instructed his manager that houses should not "be wider than twelve feet [and] the houses of the inferior Negroes need not be more than ten feet wide" — although he does not specify length. "Every Negro who builds a new house", Gibbes added, should receive "four hardwood posts" as well as "two pair of strong deal rafters and a ridge pole"; rafters for twelve-foot-wide houses were to be "nine feet long", while those for ten-foot houses "should be seven feet and a half". J.W. Jordan, another Barbadian planter, writing in the 1820s, mentioned that of the seventy-six " negro-houses" on one of his plantations, "many" were "thirty feet long and twelve feet wide", and during the same period Trelawney Wentworth, an Englishman who had resided in the West Indies including Barbados for "several years", observed that, in general, West Indian slave houses were "twenty-five feet in length, by ten or fifteen in breadth". Finally, at Lightfoot plantation in the mid-1830s, the "newly built" village for enslaved people, consisting of twenty-seven "stone wall houses", included five houses that were twenty-three feet long by thirteen feet wide and twenty-two that were twenty-one feet by twelve feet. The preceding figures suggest an average of approximately 305 square feet, ranging from 250 to 375 square feet.

These figures, however, appear mainly in pro-slavery sources, which stress that enslaved Barbadians were generally well treated and received adequate shelter. We thus assume that even during the late-eighteenth century and the first decades of the nineteenth the dimensions and square footage of slave houses in general, particularly those of wattle- and daub, were not greater than those given above; in all likelihood many were less.

**Rooms and Furnishings**

Regardless of size or house type, houses were generally partitioned into rooms. In the mid-seventeenth century, Richard Ligon, who had lived in Barbados for three years in the late 1640s, reported that the enslaved people have "several divisions . . . in their little houses, and none above sixe foot square". Documentary sources record from one to three rooms although they suggest that the typical dwelling, as elsewhere in the Caribbean, consisted of two rooms, divided by a wooden partition. John Vlach postulates that the two-room division found in African American houses may have been influenced by West African architectural traditions. In Barbados this division has persisted into modern times. One room was a sleeping chamber for the adult couple; the other was used for general purposes, including meal preparation and sometimes cooking, and it was also the place where the children slept.
European-type beds were rare and seem to have been used only in the final decades of the slavery period, primarily by "privileged" persons such as tradesmen or head drivers. The most common bedding was a rough board or "hard plank" that rested directly on the earthen floor; sometimes this board was sold or split up if firewood was in short supply. Ligon reported the frequent occurrence of colds because they had "nothing under them in the night but a board, upon which they lie, nor anything to cover them"; "and though the days be hot", he added, "the nights are cold". They usually slept in their tattered work clothes. Blankets were probably distributed in later times, but without regularity or frequency – as suggested by a committee of planters who in 1812 recommended that "blankets ought to be furnished once in 8 or 10 years". By the latter half of the eighteenth century, and perhaps earlier, the board to which Ligon and others referred was often elevated and gave the appearance of a raised platform (for example, figure 1). During the eighteenth century, and perhaps earlier, the enslaved population occasionally used a mat or crude mattress that, according to Pinckard, was made from "plantain leaves, or some other species of bedding, to defend them from the rough plank; but this is an indulgence self-attained, not a necessary provided by the master". There is no information as to whether headrests were used.

Aside from bed materials, houses contained little furniture and few tools or utensils. Furnishings were limited to an occasional wooden stool or bench, or sometimes a table and chair – items manufactured or acquired by the enslaved people themselves, not provided by plantation managements. By the early-nineteenth century, furnishings may have become relatively more elaborate and plentiful, especially among tradesmen and head drivers. Utensils were largely confined to items used in food preparation or for cooking, eating, and the storage of food and liquids. They included earthenware made from local clays (as well as occasional imported pottery), and dishes and containers made from gourd or calabash. Enslaved potters were involved in pottery production from early in Barbadian history and made the conical pots used in the manufacture of muscavado sugar. Later, Black potters also made utilitarian household wares, including water jars [for example, the so-called monkey key jar], some of which were made in Barbados, until recent times, by a crank-shaft-driven wooden wheel and "beehive" kiln technology.

Writers on Barbados who mention containers made from gourd (Lagenaria siceraria; a vine-grown plant of tropical African origin, also called the "bottle gourd") and calabash (Crescentia cujete; a tree native to the Americas) give the impression that these materials were used more widely than pottery. Writing of Barbadians in general – without specifying racial group – Ligon reported the existence of "gourds so great as will make good great bottles, and cut in two pieces good dishes and platters". He distinguished the "gourd" from the "calabash tree" whose fruit, "round as a ball, green . . . smooth and shining" and "of different sizes", was also used to make a variety of household items: "some for dishes, some for cups, some for basons, and some of the largest to carry water in, as we do gords, with handles atop, for that they are smoother and much stronger than" the gourd. About fifty years later, John Oldmixon, who had never visited Barbados but derived his information from former island residents, repeated Ligon's information and added the fact that "many" calabash "pitchers and pails" contained "2 or 3 gallons". Several decades after Oldmixon, Griffith Hughes, who had lived in Barbados for about eleven years in the mid-eighteenth century, observed that the "fruit" of the "Calabash-tree" not only "makes very convenient drinking-cups", but also is "serviceable to many other uses". As with earlier writers, Hughes did not suggest that these "uses" were confined to any one social class or racial group, but Philip Madin, who visited the island in the 1770s, observed that the calabash was "only used for the shell, out of which the Negroes eat their victuals". F.W.N. Bayley, who was in Barbados for four months in the late 1820s, observed that "the Negroes scoop [the calabash] clean out of a small hole, which they cut in the top; it then serves as a bottle to contain rum, etc. Or, by sawing it in half they are provided with two vessels, which answer the purposes of basins or dishes. These calabashes are sometimes dyed by the slaves, who carve figures on them with a regularity and order that display much cleverness and ingenuity." In addition to containers and "other utensils for slaves to eat out of", spoons and perhaps ladle-like utensils were also made from the "useful calabash".

Amerindians commonly used the calabash for household utensils and containers, and the few who were present in Barbados in its early history may have directly or indirectly influenced its use in Barbados. The calabash was also painted and carved in other West Indian colonies, and such embellishments may have been creole adaptations, perhaps also reflecting early Amerindian practices – although African influences are also likely since the calabash and gourd were also widely used for utensils in African cultures. In addition to these gourd or calabash utensils, enslaved Barbadians may have sometimes used coconut shells as drinking cups.
Rev. Davies reported that corn, the food staple of enslaved Barbadians, was ground in their houses "by rubbing it between two stones, by the strength of their arms". Despite being mentioned in several primary sources, these grinding stones are not described and archaeological research on Barbadian plantations in the early 1970s and late 1980s yielded no trace of them. However, the English slave trader, Thomas Phillips, gives some clues on these stones. In early 1694, his ship stopped at the Gold Coast where he acquired "some cancy-stones, for our slaves to grind their corn upon" during the Atlantic crossing. A few months later he landed at Whydah (Ouidah), the port in Dahomey where he acquired captive Africans for transportation to Barbados. He described how the Africans made their "bread": 'Indian or Guinea corn [is] ground . . . between two stones call'd the Canicy stones, and Rubber . . . they place the cancy stone, which is smooth and broad, shelving in a frame; then put on it thirty or forty grains of Indian corn . . . then with the Rubber [which is a small stone big enough for one to grasp in his hand] they bruise the corn, and continue rubbing it till it is reduc'd to a meal." Other early sources sometimes refer to corn-grinding stones in West Africa as "cankey" or "cancy" stones, but the term actually applied to the dish made from the flour, described as a sort of "dumplings" or "a sort of bread made of maize or Indian corn, rub'd between two stones to powder". By whatever name Europeans called corn-grinding stones, descriptive details on these stones are difficult to obtain.

In 1758 a European-invented windmill was introduced into Barbados and was proclaimed as having a "vast advantage and a great ease . . . in the beating out and grinding of corn for the food of their slaves". Within a decade or so, William Dickson reported, this windmill had been adopted by "a few" plantations, and by the late 1790s, John Brathwaite, the island's agent, observed that "formerly the Negro used to grind the corn between two stones with hand. Now wind and hand mills are introduced in most plantations for that purpose". Thus, by the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries many plantations had apparently introduced centrally located windmills or several manually driven ones to grind corn, thereby relieving the enslaved people, wrote a prominent planter, "from a great deal of bodily labour and exertion". In 1812, a committee of a resident planter group recommended that plantations lacking a "wind corn mill" should always have "a sufficient number of hand mills for the convenience of the slaves", thereby suggesting that the practice was not very widespread. The two "corn stones" of earlier periods persisted into later periods as major household utensils, and may have been distributed by plantations. For example, in 1786 Philip Gibbes instructed his manager that "upon the marriage of a young couple", they were to be given "a cabin to lodge in, a water-jar, an iron-pot, [and] a corn-stone".

Iron pots for cooking [earthenware may have been used as well] were imported and sometimes distributed by the plantation. They were also recommended as one of the "gratuites" that could serve as "encouragments to the slaves which should be given as bounties for good behavior". Other recommended "gratuites" included knives and spoons (presumably imported metal), but they appear to have been uncommon, and "some" of the enslaved, reported a plantation medical doctor in 1812, even lacked "utensils for cooking". However, the general availability of iron pots may have increased during the later years of slavery. Some houses also contained other items which the enslaved people are known to have used or manufactured, probably informed by African-influenced skills: for example, various types of baskets, fish nets, ropes, wooden trays, and wooden mortars and pestles; and musical devices like drums, rattles and string instruments.

Documentary sources give the impression that household furnishings and utensils were largely manufactured from organic materials, but there are no details on the construction or design of such items, except for some musical instruments, calabash containers and wooden door locks. Moreover, archaeological research on a number of plantations yielded no evidence of organic household objects that are, of course, particularly susceptible to the destructive influences of a tropical environment. The archaeological research yielded a great number of pottery fragments and other material objects, such as imported white clay tobacco pipes, but failed to find evidence of non-organic utilitarian items.

Aside from the depredations of the tropical environment on organic materials, and the disturbance of archaeological remains through a long history of agricultural activity and cultural modifications of the Barbadian landscape, it may be that enslaved plantation workers were far more materially impoverished than the documentary sources suggest. In trying to account for their failure to discover archaeological evidence for utensils and tools on plantation sites in the early 1970s, Handler and Lange concluded as follows: "from a materialistic perspective plantation slaves were poor in every sense of the word, and they had relatively limited resources for acquiring material goods. Within this context then, it might be assumed that such goods were considered
too valuable and difficult to replace, and thus they were not readily discarded or simply left lying around; when broken and beyond use, evidence of these artifacts can have easily been obliterated by cultural practices and natural forces.\(^{42}\)

Enslaved Barbadians acquired most of their food from plantation rations, usually distributed weekly. In addition, many plantations allotted adults or households small plots of land on which they cultivated food and [later in the slavery period] cash crops as well as raised small animals. The produce was used to augment plantation food rations, or it could be exchanged in the island's markets for foods or material goods. By the late 1700s, during the workweek, larger plantations provided a "dressed dinner" at midday times. This practice became more widespread and, by the 1820s and 1830s, a "meal, ready dressed and prepared for their dinner" had become a standard feature on many plantations. Regardless of this practice, those who received a cooked midday meal were still required to prepare their own "breakfast" which they carried into the fields and ate around mid morning. In general, however, throughout the slavery period, plantation workers were usually responsible for preparing their own meals.\(^{43}\) Each household prepared its food outside the house, if weather permitted, or inside, if the weather was damp or raining. Provided they had the necessary firewood or charcoal, people preferred hot meals. In the only documentary reference discovered on how cooking fires were started, Thomas Walduck, an English army officer stationed in Barbados between 1710 and 1712, alluded to the rotary friction method: they "rubbed [fire] out of two sticks, one being soft and the other hard". Since this is the only mention, it is not known how widely this method was practised or if it persisted throughout the period of slavery.

Food was either roasted or boiled over open fires; fireplaces or hearths do not seem to have been permanent fixtures of houses, although the historical sources are ambiguous on this point. For example, in 1796, Pinckard observed that the fire "for cooking their supper . . . is commonly in the open air near to the door of the hut, but they sometimes place it upon the middle of the dirt floor within the building"; a few decades later Bayley wrote that "the Negroes cook their little messes before their doors" [see also figure 1]. In all probability, apparently following the common African practice, most cooking took place outdoors [as did so many other activities, ranging from relaxing and gossiping to making handicrafts]. Although stones were probably used to support utensils, such as iron pots, over the cooking fires, no document-
over the other slaves. The mechanics of the estate, however, such as masons, coopers, carpenters, etc., have certainly an opportunity, from the knowledge of their trade, of making their abodes more comfortable and convenient than the rest." Bayley described how one of these houses contained a neat four-post bedstead, of polished hard wood [from Barbados], ... on which was a good mattress stuffed with dried plantain leaves, with bolster and pillows. ... also a little shelf, on which stood a basin and a jug, a wooden chair, and a box, painted green, for containing the wearing apparel. The hall was furnished with half a dozen chairs and two tables. On one of these stood a pair of decanters, with some tumblers and wine glasses, and about eight cups and saucers of different patterns; while on a shelf above were ranged some dozen of plates and dishes. There were two framed pictures hanging in the room, and many more without frames, pasted against the walls.

In very general terms, Bayley's description has a familiar ring to those who have entered the homes of plantation workers in the modern era, and a pattern of furnishing and interior decoration that is observable today clearly has its roots in the period of slavery. By his reckoning, Bayley (an apologist for the slave system) was describing an exception, who have entered the homes of plantation workers in the modern era, and a pattern of furnishing and interior decoration that is observable today clearly has its roots in the period of slavery. By his reckoning, Bayley (an apologist for the slave system) was describing an exception. However, Pinckard's observation that the "small huts" were "commonly of very coarse construction, and are dark, close, and smoky", and the report from Joseph Sturge and Thomas Harvey, the British emancipationists, describing how apprentices lived in "huts [that] are wretched little thatched hovels" both more accurately depict what probably actually existed among the mass of enslaved plantation workers. A similar observation was made by a liberal-minded member of a Barbadian plantation-owning family when he wrote that rural peoples in the 1850s usually inhabited a "savage and untutored hut" that was "a scandal and an eyesore to our estates". In 1812, a plantation doctor, reporting on the material condition of the enslaved population in general [and indirectly commenting on their palltry food rations], believed that one reason why their houses "are bad is that the Negroes use the trash, corn stalks, etc. of which they are made to dress their victuals". Around the same time, a plantation doctor asserted that houses "for the most part are much too confined, and too frequently not so well constructed as to secure them from the inclemency of the weather".

The tropical climate of Barbados did not pose excessive demands for shelter, but evenings could be chilly, especially during the winter season, and rains could be heavy. The materials out of which most houses were constructed made them relatively fragile. They required frequent repair and were particularly vulnerable to leakage during heavy rains, and to destruction by hurricanes, storms or fire. Moreover, the proximity of dwellings within the plantation villages and the strong sea breezes that fanned the island facilitated the spread of fire from one house to another. Communicable diseases were also readily diffused because of the nature of housing conditions and the relative density of the population in the small villages. In the mid-eighteenth century, William Belgrove, a "long experienced" Barbadian planter, stressed that "Negro houses" should "be kept in good order, as more Negroes dye for want of proper houses than by other means". A plantation doctor, around 1810, found that the houses of the enslaved people were "much too confined, and too frequently not so well constructed". In 1812, a group of relatively progressive resident planters summarized the housing conditions of plantation workers in this way: "Some improvement is requisite in the construction of houses. They should be a little lofter than they are at present, they should be built so as to admit a great degree of light, ventilation, & cleanliness, & to exclude air except through the doors & windows."

Considering the whole of the plantation-slavery period from the middle of the seventeenth century to around 1834-1838, it is impossible to say how the enslaved people evaluated their own housing. The evaluations given in European sources, as noted above, are mixed, and they applied European standards to judge what were essentially African-type houses inhabited by Africans and their descendants. There is no direct testimony from enslaved persons, but they valued their houses beyond the need for basic shelter as evidenced, for example, in how persons who were better off embellished their houses and furnishings. Shelter was a means of expression, and housing was closely linked to other dimensions of life, such as family and household, notions of self-esteem, and customary property rights in a society which emphasized the enslaved person as property, and religious and mortuary practices. For example, although most plantations had separate burial grounds, people sometimes buried their dead under their houses, following an African practice, which induced, as Governor David Parry noted, a great attachment to their houses as "the burial places of their ancestors and friends". During the Apprenticeship period, "many" of the newly emancipated...
planted workers were reluctant to leave their houses and provision grounds which they had come "to regard as their own property; others revered their burial grounds . . . where their relations had been interred, so that they too would be buried there".51 Legally, of course, all houses belonged to the slaveholder, but over the years there seems to have evolved some customary rights to these houses (similar, perhaps, to what existed with certain types of moveable property, such as poultry, small livestock, clothing, jewellery and household furnishings), although the social patterns surrounding these rights are largely unknown.52 Also, the evidence suggests that elaboration in and acquisition of utensils and other house furnishings were ways in which enslaved people expressed their status within their village communities as well as satisfying certain aesthetic needs. Finally, since the enslaved people were largely responsible for the construction and maintenance of their own houses, houses were items of material culture over which they exercised some control and could express some autonomy, relatively free of slaveholder dictates.53 Whatever the reasons and specific meanings that shelter had in their lives, when a group of planters claimed, "We know nothing that so strongly attaches a slave to the plantation to which he belongs as being in the possession of a comfortable house", the group was probably reflecting a very positive value within the enslaved community.54

Trends and African/European Influences on Housing

Since, as George Pinckard observed, the enslaved people were "allowed to build themselves small huts to live in",55 they constructed these "small huts" largely, or entirely, without planter intervention and according to their own inclinations. The most common Barbadian dwelling (referred to as a "hut" in the primary sources) was the rectangular wattle-and-daub thatched-roofed structure that was probably very similar to what Kwamina Dickson has called the "Guinea forest house type", a type widely distributed on the southern Gold Coast (modern Ghana) and other tropical forest areas of West and West Central Africa. This remained the most typical architectural type until the emancipation period. Similar structures were also widespread in the Caribbean during the period of slavery.56

However, by the end of the eighteenth century and the pre-emancipation decades of the nineteenth planters increasingly intervened in housing, and they changed structural materials and designs. They also began to assign enslaved plantation carpenters and masons to construct houses or aid in their construction. The increased use of enslaved tradesmen, employing basically European-derived/taught techniques and tools to construct houses, was part of a wider trend in the West Indies. The "tendency toward master-controlled building", Barry Higman observed for the West Indies in general, often followed "standardized [architectural] plans chosen by the masters".57 Thus Barbadian carpenters and masons were involved in the construction of stone and wooden houses. These types increased in frequency toward the end of the slavery period, and formed the beginnings of the long post-emancipation vernacular tradition of working class housing in Barbados. By the end of slavery, wooden and stone houses had not entirely replaced wattle-and-daub ones; the last type still predominated. By the late 1840s, John Davy, who had lived in Barbados for over three years, observed how the "low huts" in which the enslaved people had lived were "commonly still preserved . . . and are occupied by labourers employed on the estate"; yet, the houses of the working class were "commonly of wood, consisting of two rooms".58 The "small wooden houses resting on clumps of wood or blocks of stone", reported an English visitor in 1850, were more common among the working class and were easily moveable if people did not own their house sites. These landless people were reluctant to build stone houses but such houses may have become more common as land ownership increased among the working class.59 While wooden houses existed in both rural and urban areas of Barbados, the number of wattle-and-daub houses declined over the years and became confined to the rural/plantation areas; as time progressed, they became increasingly rare, although they persisted well into the twentieth century.60

During the period of slavery, planter intervention in housing was initially linked to what slaveholders perceived as the diminution of their labour supplies if the slave trade was to be abolished and if enslaved people were to be emancipated. Stone and wooden houses, viewed by Europeans (including Barbadian Whites) as more durable and of better quality than wattle-and-daub structures, probably resulted in more uniform housing and were modelled after vernacular British rural working class cottages. These English/British [perhaps even rural Irish] influences on housing became more evident during the later years of the slavery period, and it resulted in the basic rectangular designs of stone and wooden houses, construction techniques, door and window placement, and the hipped roof.61

Although stone and wooden houses occasionally had wooden shin-
gled roofs, thatching continued to be the major roofing material on all types of houses long after emancipation. Thatching of some kind was also found on Barbadian planters' houses in the mid-seventeenth century as well as on the houses of working-class or poor Whites for much of the slavery period. Thatching was also common in certain parts of Britain (and Ireland), but was far more common in West Africa. Without specific details on Barbadian thatching techniques, it is difficult to determine the nature of African or European influences. In all likelihood, however, Barbadian wattle-and-daub houses, including the techniques of their thatching, owed far more to African architectural influences than to any English/British ones.

The West African forest areas probably yielded the greatest number of captive Africans transported to Barbados in the earliest periods of the island's slavery, roughly from the 1640s to around 1690. This very large area contained a wide variety of house types and styles. Even within relatively small areas, considerable diversity was found in basic architectural forms and structural features. As Susan Denyer, a student of African architecture, writes, "many tribes have more than one house style." Although some scholars have reduced the many architectural forms in the West African forest areas to a simple typology that stresses the rectangular wattle-and-daub form with a pitched thatched roof, the actual diversity in architectural forms and construction techniques makes generalizations difficult. Since many specific details on Barbados wattle-and-daub housing are lacking, it is impossible to link architectural forms and construction techniques at different chronological periods with specific African peoples or ethnic groups. Nonetheless, several lines of reasoning suggest the importance of African influences on Barbadian houses.

First, during most of the slavery period, enslaved people were primarily responsible for constructing their own houses and they used locally obtainable vegetal resources. It thus seems reasonable to assume that early captive Africans (and their descendants in succeeding generations) applied what they knew of African building techniques and designs to their new tropical environment - which was not fundamentally alien to the West African homelands of many of them. Second, documentary sources neither explicitly nor implicitly indicate that Barbadian wattle-and-daub thatched houses resembled British or European vernacular housing. A final reason stems from the way that contemporary observers viewed the plantation settlements, referring to them as "little villages", "small towns", or "little towns". No source suggests or indicates a resemblance to British villages or hamlets, while a few explicitly compare them to African villages.

Although architectural forms, building techniques, and labour practices (inter-household cooperation, for example) in house construction varied among Africans, they commonly adapted their traditional construction techniques to changes in the availability of materials. A similar process of improvisation - wherein, as Vlach has noted, "black builders constantly responded to changes in climate, both natural and social, as well as to changes in technology and design" - was found elsewhere in the New World. The same general adaptive behaviour surely occurred in Barbados among the African-born and their descendants; over time the wattle-and-daub houses may have become more standardized in form, appearance and construction techniques.

Such adaptations also may have occurred in house size. Although there are no data on dimensions of Barbadian wattle-and-daub houses, commentators often referred to them as relatively small and implied that stone and wooden dwellings were larger. Perhaps the smaller house sizes resulted not only from limitations on available building materials, but also from the social preferences of the enslaved people and how they perceived architectural space. Vlach points out that the small rooms of traditional West African houses reflected a "constant proximic dimension" that provided for "intimate spatial encounters", and among the "shared cultural perceptions" of enslaved West Africans in the New World "was a preference for a specific kind of spatial arrangement both in form and dimension. African slaves . . . shared these attitudes about architecture and were able to unite their ideas when they were brought together in the West Indies". In the earlier periods in Barbados it is not unlikely that the African-born and their descendants followed these African notions of space, something they apparently also followed in the ways in which they placed and arranged houses in their plantation villages.

There is no information on the social patterns surrounding house construction: for example, if members of different households or families were expected to help one another in gathering materials or in construction itself; if patterns of reciprocity existed between individuals or households; or if there were special community-defined leadership roles in house building, aside from the enslaved tradesmen assigned to construct wooden and stone houses. However, Barbadian practices, especially in the earlier periods when wattle-and-daub was the major house type and many of the enslaved people were African-born, or first or
second generation Creoles, were probably not very dissimilar from what traditionally existed in West Africa. Denevan has observed that African indigenous architecture was largely "created without the aid of architects or even specialized builders". Most men and women were acquainted with the basics of their culture's architectural traditions and social patterns of construction. She notes that traditional construction in "at least the rural areas of tropical Africa was almost always a highly cooperative venture. . . . Building would be a major social occasion in which both the men and women of a village cooperated." Among enslaved Barbadians, households or individuals may have helped one another in construction and perhaps even engaged in one form or another of exchange labour (or "swapping change"), a pattern that existed in West Africa and is evident in the West Indies, including Barbados, in modern times.19

Enslaved Barbadians, as those in other Caribbean areas, created an architectural tradition which, in its earliest phases, probably displayed a diversity of basic West African forms and construction techniques, reflecting the variety of cultural backgrounds from which the earliest migrants came.70 Over time, as the culture of the enslaved people became more creolized, these features were probably increasingly modified, and wattle-and-daub houses may have become more standardized in form and appearance. Lacking detailed historical data and without archaeological evidence, the details of this architectural tradition and its changes over time cannot be charted. However, West African influences on this tradition during the period of slavery seem to have been especially prominent. Moreover, African architectural and social values may have influenced later developments in the island's vernacular architecture, particularly in the stone and wooden houses, of fundamentally European style, that became increasingly widespread among the Barbadian working class in the post-emancipation period. With respect to wooden houses, in particular, each Caribbean territory developed its own vernacular architecture and today there is considerable variation in styles and types. The distinctive contribution of Barbados to Caribbean vernacular architecture is the post-emancipation development of the "chattel house", but its roots were found within the wooden houses that emerged during the period of slavery.71
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correspond to the present geographical area from the Ivory Coast-Ghana to Nigeria-Cameroons. We are aware that the issue of African origins of enslaved peoples is a very complex one and that figures for coastal embarkation points can only serve as a rough guide. However, there is sufficient qualitative evidence along with these figures to suggest the rough geographical areas from where enslaved Africans to Barbados originated. For purposes of this paper, we intentionally avoid the highly contentious and problematical issue of ethnic origins. For persons interested in this issue see the following source: “The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database” at http://www.slavevoyages.com.


71. The Barbadian “chattel house” was a post-emancipation development [see Henry Fraser et al., A-Z of Barbadian Heritage [Kingston: Heinemann Publishers, 1990]; Mark R. Watson and Robert B. Potter, Low Cost Housing in Barbados: Evolution or Social Revolution? [Mona: University of the West Indies Press, 2001]], 50–55]. Although the basic “chattel house” is similar to wood-frame houses found elsewhere in the Caribbean, “it is distinguished”, writes an art-oriented architectural historian, “by the steep pitch of the roof and the fretted bargboards and ginger-bread on the porch”; it may, indeed, as Edwards has claimed, “represent an amalgam of many distinct architectural currents which have swept over the island” historically [Gosner, 113; Jay Edwards, “The First Comparative Studies of Caribbean Architecture”, New West Indian Guide 56 [1983], 176–77]. Clear architectural drawings of different styles and types of Caribbean wood-frame houses are shown in Slesin et al., 280–84.